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The following sets out responses to questions asked by Tenderers 
ID Date Query Response 
1.1 06/07/2016 One of the restrictions is to ensure the noise 

level within the reading rooms internally 
never exceed 55dBa. This is quite a strict 
noise restriction for a construction or 
restoration project of any kind. How strict 
will the NLA be on governing this, considering 
rail supports, anchors and the like comprise 
the scope of works? 

Some of the work will be noisy and must be 
done after hours however some of the work 
will be able to be done during opening hours 
subject to negotiation with the Library. 

1.2 06/07/2016 The specification describes exactly how the 
successful contractor is to protect the 
heritage listed podium. Is this a guide or 
prescriptive? If prescriptive, does this 
indemnify the head contractor from any 
responsibility with regard to any damage 
caused as a result of following this? 

The specification for heritage protection is not 
prescriptive and does not indemnify the 
Contractor from any damage caused. 

It is only a guide for the Tenderers to 
understand the requirements for protection of 
the heritage podium. 

1.3 06/07/2016 With regards to the marble panels, it was 
confirmed that the vertical fascia panels 
measured 1200x500, but the fascia capping 
was mentioned to be both 1200x180 and 
1200x220. Can you please confirm the panel 
dimensions of both the vertical fascia and 
fascia capping? 

The marble panel sizes have been 
standardised, and dimensions are shown in the 
Drawings. It is anticipated that dimensions of 
the fascia and capping panels will be subject to 
change at the four corners of the cornice. 

1.4 06/07/2016 From the site meeting, to our understanding 
the NLA has already initiated the process of 
testing the marble in the nominated Swedish 
laboratory. Does this remove the need for 
the head contractor to prepare specimens for 
testing? 

The Contractor is not required to conduct any 
tests to determine the properties of the 
marble.  The specification requires the 
provision of hand samples for shipping to a 
nominated laboratory.  This testing will be 
undertaken by the Library at its expense. 

1.5 06/07/2016 From the site meeting, it was noted that the 
NLA wished to have the successful contractor 
strip one full elevation first to investigate the 
concrete substructure before continuing on 
with the project. Is this still the case? If so, 
will access/hire fees along with preliminaries 
still be chargeable?   

For a number of reasons (efficiency of survey, 
and set up of rails), it is strongly recommended 
that the concrete substructure of each 
elevation is fully exposed prior to 
commencement of installation of the new 
cladding. 

The contractor’s program and costs should be 
based on this assumption.  

1.6 06/07/2016 The specification states that the marble is to 
be sourced and processed in Italy. We count 
5 trips to Italy required here in line with the 
inspection witness points. Would the NLA 
accept any propositions to import the 
quarried stone and have it processed here? 

The Library does not anticipate any need on 
the part of the contractor to travel to Italy for 
the inspection witness points, during 
fabrication of the marble. The Library proposes 
to appoint an independent consultant based in 
the Carrara region of Italy to undertake 
inspections in conjunction with the 
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contractor’s nominated marble fabricator at 
the required witness points.  The purpose of 
these inspection points is to provide the 
Library with the opportunity to validate the 
traceability of the marble from quarry source 
to building, so as to provide assurance that the 
marble panels installed on the cornice came 
from the same quarry as the material tested by 
the Library and nominated for the contract. 

 

The Library would consider an alternative 
proposal for the importing of blocks from the 
quarry source and fabrication in Australia.  
However, the Library notes that this may 
introduce additional complications in the 
verification of traceability.  Such an alternative 
proposal should identify the cost savings over 
the approach outlined in the RFT documents.  
The Library notes that its consultants are not 
aware of any fabricators in Australia with the 
necessary equipment for drilling of the 
undercut holes in the marble panels to 
accommodate the specified anchors. 

1.7 06/07/2016 There is mention of a government Italian 
Stone Expert/s who will be conducting the 
inspections in line with the witness points. 
Does this indemnify the head contractor 
from any responsibility with regard to stone 
quality, consistency, etc? 

The Library is proposing to appoint an 
independent consultant in the Carrara region 
of Italy to undertake inspections to verify the 
traceability of the marble from the quarry to 
the container packed for shipping. 

The Library will not indemnify the contractor as 
a result of the inspections undertaken by its 
consultants. 

The contractor will be responsible for 
supplying marble panels in accordance with 
the Specification, which includes ensuring that 
the panels supplied are in accordance with the 
Library approval of the range of appearance of 
the marble to be supplied as per the process 
outlined in Specification clause 6.2. 

1.8 06/07/2016 The specification mentions many contacts 
from Europe with Italian stone quarries and 
fabricators, Fischer and Keil anchors, German 
support rails, etc. Have the NLA already  
initiated the process here, providing these 
contacts with information/documentation? 

The nominated suppliers for core materials are 
aware of the project.  They do not have copies 
of RFT documentation. 

 

1.9 06/07/2016 Could the tender schedules which need to be 
completed please be issued in soft copy? 

Copies of the tender schedules in MSWord© 
format are now provided by following the link. 
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